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A numerical model is proposed to determine the dynamic behavior of single-phase and two-
phase, two-component flows through a horizontal rotating tube with identical twin exit
branches. The working fluid, oil, enters the tube through a radial duct attached at one end and
exits into open air through the twin radial branches, one located at midway and the other at
the end of the tube. The branch-to-tube diameter ratio, rotational speed, and total oil flow
rate are varied. It is experimentally revealed in previous study that the air cavitation occurs
at lower speeds, leading to a two-phase flow with the air-oil ratio (void fraction) varying with
the rotating speed. A unique characteristic in two-phase flow, i.e., hysteresis, is found to exist
in both oil flow rates and inlet pressure. In theoretical modeling, the governing flow equations
are incorporated by empirical equations for hydraulic head losses. The predicted and
measured exit oil flow rates are compared with good agreement in both the single-phase and
annular flow regimes. Only qualitative agreement is achieved in the bubbly and bubbly-slug
flow regimes. The model can be applied to improve the design and thus enhance the
performance of automatic transmission lines, and the cooling efficiency of rotating machines
and petroleum drilling process.
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INTRODUCTION

To achieve a high efficiency or working require-
ment, rotary devices such as automatic transmis-
sion lines in automobiles are designed to operate at
high rotational speeds. A lubricant or coolant is sup-
plied through a hollow shaft to surrounding mech-
anical parts. Evaluation of the liquid discharge
rate is a great challenge because theoretical solu-

tions and empirical correlations for fluid flow in
stationary piping are not applicable. A well-known
theory of the electric circuit analogy that pressure
drop or hydraulic head loss is similar to electric
resistance could solve the problem if flow remains
single-phase (Backe, 1973). But air cavitation occurs
if there is an opening or more to an air reservoir or

atmosphere (Cheng and Yang, 1996). The intrud-
ing air blocks the flow passage and reduces the
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discharge rate to one or several parts under certain
operating conditions. Furthermore, the air causes
hysteresis in the liquid flow rate and pressure
(Cheng and Yang, 1997). The two-phase flow
patterns depend on the input liquid flow rate,
rotational speed, passage dimensions and spinning
process. Experiment takes time to do a systematic
investigation. Numerical simulation is a better way
to assist design process.

So far only Kojima et al. (1991) have studied
annular flow in an axially rotating shaft, and
Uchiyama et al. (1994) simulated bubbly flow in a

radially rotating branch. However, their methods
cannot predict two-phase flow behavior in a flow net-
work featuring both the axial and radial channels in
rotation. This paper presents a numerical approach
to obtain the exit oil flow rates of the system.

ASSUMPTIONS AND GOVERNING
EQUATIONS

A schematic of the flow passage is shown in Fig. 1.
Numbers label the stations to calculate local
pressures. The dimensions of flow passage treated
in this paper is listed in Table I. Several assumptions

are made as follows"

(a) incompressible, laminar, isothermal, and
steady-state conditions,

(b) constant fluid physical properties,
(c) negligible gravity effect,
(d) axial and radial rotations only,
(e) fully-developed rotating flow,
(f) axial symmetry in the tube, and
(g) considerable pressure gradient in the through-

flow direction of the tube.

The governing equations in vector forms are:

continuity:

27.8-0, (1)

momentum:

(. V)/_ + 21x - -1
VP* + b,V2/__, (2)

P

TABLE Dimensions of flow passage (unit: mm)

Test section Entrance Branch A Branch B Tube

ID
#1
#2

Length
Distance

6.35 3.175 3.175 12.7
6.35 6.35 6.35 12.7
25.4 25.4 25.4 469.9

203.2 203.2

X16 X 10

]15
[I Branch B

]]1 Accelerating
,,,, III outgoing flow

l b4

3
12

9

Branch A

| Accelerating
| outgoing flow

X 0 (stationary)
)(

Inlet

1 Decelerating

Ii incoming flow

4 Enlarged view at
6- 5 branching sites

FIGURE Stations of local pressure calculations in a rotating shaft with a radial inlet and twin exit branches.
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where the reduced pressure is defined as

p* P- (pW22)/2 (3)

and the corresponding boundary conditions on the
wall, interface and centerline are:

Tube:

(i) r rw:
(’r)L (’z)L O,

(ii) r ri:

(b/0) L rw W, (4)

(Ur) L ---(b/r)G --0, (b/Z)L (Uz)G,
(H0) L --(b/0)G (5)

and

(rrz)L (rrz)a, (rr0)L (rrO), (6)

where

=_ -#(Ouz/Or),

(iii) r 0:

Branches:

(7)

u, uo o.

(i) r rw:

u uz uo 0, (9)

(ii) 0- 0,

uo O and Ou/OO Ouz/O0 O, (10)

where the subscript denotes interface if two-phase
flow appears. The two-phase flow patterns in the
exit branches are too complicated to describe the
interfacial boundary conditions. Homogeneous
flow model is assumed valid so that the simulation
results of single-phase flow can be adapted.

MODELING

Basically, the pressure drop from Station 0 to l0
is assumed to equal that from Station 0 to 16,

although in reality a slight difference exist and can
cause air cavitation. The total pressure drop is
expressed as:

/P Pinlet- (AP)entrance- (AP)tube
(/P)junction -- (/P)centrifugal
(Ae)branch Pambient. (11)

In general, AP should be zero. However, the
outflow is not a free jet because it hits on the
surrounding wall or mechanical parts. An addi-
tional term is thus added to the right-hand side of
Eq. (11):

Pstag npLU2x/2, (12)

where Ux denotes the average flow velocity inside
Branch A or B; and n, an empirical coefficient equal
to 1/4 for the present study.
The pressure change due to the centrifugal

acceleration, major and minor head loss are
calculated by the following forms:

/P pLL2 J/V2/2, (13)

AP =/gLf(LH2/4r), (14)

AP =/9LKb/2/2, (15)

where L is the duct or branch length; f the fric-
tion factor; and K, the minor head loss coefficient.
K equals 0.5 for a square-edged inlet port, and is
obtained for Tjunctions by:

combining flow type from inlet to tube:

K 1.03g(Ain/Atube) -1"9463, (16)
dividing flow type for throughflow:

K 0.40143 0.79429(Uup/Udn)
-t- 0.39286(Hup/Hdn)2 (17)

and dividing flow type from tube to branch:

K 0.98797 + 0.12991 (Htube/Hx)

+ 0.64608(Utube/Ux) 2. (18)
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The friction factor for radially rotating, single-
phase, fully-developed, laminar flow is correlated
by Ishigaki (1994):

fifo (Re Rew)’25 [0.0899 + 1.1 l(Re Rew)-35],
(19)

where fo=64/Re. Equation (19) is applied to
calculate the pressure drop in the branches without
solving the velocity. The velocity profile in the tube
is solvable and the maximum locates on the air-oil
interface. The average diameter of an air bubble,
slug or core is estimated by the balance of the sur-

face tension and inertial force in the tube. Because
Qx decreases as the oil film becomes thinner, the
tension and inertia are of the same importance
(Cheng and Yang, 1997). The Weber’s number that
describe the balance is defined as:

We =/gLU2FG/Cr. (20)

Here, We equals 1, 1.5 and 2 for bubbly, slug and
annular flow, respectively. The diameter is thus
iteratively determined. The pressure drop in the
tube is simpler for single-phase and annular flow
regimes. The pressure drop for bubbly and bubbly-
slug flow regimes must be divided into three parts:
single-phase, bubbly and slug sections. The one
in the slug section is the same as that for annular
flow regime, while the one in the bubbly slug is
calculated by:

/Pbubbly

8Nri#LQB
rtube( 2 rtube ri

4

r 2

(21)

where N is the nearest integer to the calculation
of the tube length divided by 2 and the bubble
diameters, i.e., by assuming the equal distance
between air bubbles and liquid space.
The branch root is not always wetted by oil. The

void fraction is calculated as if oil particles "fall"
into the branch exerted by the centrifugal accelera-
tion instead of gravity and form a "moon-shape"

shape. The oil travel distance from the upstream
edge of the branch root is:

(22)

Hence the void fraction is:

tan-1 (2h/Ltd Ltdh+

The flow thewhere h 4rx2 Lt2d/2. velocity in
branch is hence obtained by"

1

/2(Proot Pexit- Hg -+- Pcentrifugal)
b/x V (24)

where the head loss is equal to the negative value of
the pressure increase:

2

H- _pLfL- rtub Ux (25)
2rx 2g

Then the oil outflow rate can be estimated by:

Qx uxC12(Tcd2x /4) (26)

This value is iteratively compared with a given
inflow rate until the error is less than a tolerance.
The flow chart for simulation of annular flow is

shown in Fig. 2. Both Qx and Pin are obtained from
experimental measurements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the interest of brevity, only the measured and
predicted exit oil flow rates at QT-ini 1135.5 cm3/
min (0.3GPM) are presented. Figures 3 and 4
illustrate the results under various rotational speeds
and spin processes. Transitions of flow regimes are
marked by dashed lines.

Test Section #1 (Fig. 3)

In the spin-up process, QA and QB are well
predicted in the single-phase regime (in short, SF).
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cavity in main shaft
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FIGURE 2 Flow chart for annular flow.

The predictions show the abrupt separation of these
two oil flow rates at the SF right margin, although
the maximum and minimum are overestimated. The
modeling for the bubbly and bubbly-slug flow
regimes (in short, B&BF) assumes a gradual growth
of the slug, but the growth is rapid and reaches the
Branch A root just across the left margin of B&BF.
The modeling also fails at the right margin, im-
plying that a transition occurs. The unacceptable
result that the predicted QB exceeds the predicted
QA also confirms the transition to the annular flow
regime (in short, AF). The modeling well predicts
QA and QB in AF and errors are quite small.

In the spin-down process, the modeling fails to
predict the significant separation of QA and Q at

the AF left margin. B&BF reveals the approach of
QA and Q at its left margin, but fails to predict the
maximum and minimum, the initial separation, and
the final approach. The modeling for SF is accurate
because air bubbles released from the upstream
slug are carried downstream without blocking the
Branch A root.

Test Section #2 (Fig. 4)

In the spin-up and spin-down processes, the pre-
dicted QA and QB agree with the measured data,
especially in AF. The extremely low Q at low W’s
is because the centrifugal force here is small com-

pared with the buoyancy force, and is unable to

expel the air space which fills Branch B. B&BF fails
to predict QA and QB at high W’s, but the narrow

range of speeds due to the swift growth of the air
core practically makes no difference whether these
regimes exist. AF accurately predicts the separation
of QA and QB at medium W’s and the approach
attempt at high W’s.

CONCLUSIONS

Two-phase flow through a rotating tube has been
modeled to predict both the exit liquid flow rates
and pressure drop from the radial inlet port to the
exit of the twin branches for both the spin-up
and spin-down processes. There exist for distinct
flow regimes in the rotating system, depending on

rotational speed: single-phase, bubbly, bubbly-slug
and annular flows. This model can treat all the
four regimes but with certain limitations. It can be
applied to improve the design and thus enhance the
performance of automatic transmission lines and
rotating systems where lubrication is required.

NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area

H head loss
K minor head loss coefficient
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FIGURE 3 (a) Comparison between measured and predicted low oil flow rates through branches of Test Section #1 in spin-up
process. (ID: #A= 3.175mm, #B= 3.175mm; QT_ini 1135.5cm3/min.). (b) Comparison between measured and predicted low oil
flow rates through branches of Test Section # in spin-down process. (ID: #A 3.175 mm, #B 3.175 mm; QT-ini 1135.5 cm3/min.).

L
P

length of inlet duct or exit branch
pressure
oil volumetric flow rate r

Reynolds number (= 2ur/u) u

rotational Reynolds number (- 2Wrtube/l l

velocity in vector form
rotational speed p
head loss friction factor

distances between branches A and B and
between A and entry
radius
average velocity
kinematic viscosity of oil (torque fluid,
12.99 mm2/s at 32C)
density of oil (torque fluid, 815 kg/m at

32C)
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FIGURE 4 (a) Comparison between measured and predicted low oil flow rates through branches of Test Section #2 in spin-up
process. (ID: #A 6.35 mm, #B 6.35 mm; QT-ini 1135.5 cm3/min.). (b) Comparison between measured and predicted low oil flow
rates through branches of Test Section #2 in spin-down process. (ID: #A 6.35mm, #B =6.35mm; QT--ini---1135.5cm3/min.).

cr surface tension- shear stress

Subscripts

A
B
G
L
T

upstream exit branch
downstream exit branch
gas or air
liquid or oil
total

dn downstream section
interface

in entrance branch
ini at stationary state (0 RPM)
o stationary flow
r radial direction
td travel distance
tube horizontal rotating tube
up upstream section
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W

x
z

tube or branch wall
inlet, Branch A or B
throughflow direction
rotational direction
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